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Abst ract  
The homotopy type of a lattice is described in terms of the intervals [0,x], [x y] and [y, ]] 
determined by complements x ~<y to a fixed element. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
1. Introduction 
Let L be a finite lattice with proper part L=L\{0 ,  ]}. For z EL let ego(z) be the set 
of its complements, i.e., elements x such that x Vz = ] and x Az = I). The main purpose 
of this paper is to give the following formula for the homotopy type of L in terms of 
the complements of any given element. 
Theorem 1.1. Let L be a finite lattice and let z E -£. Then 
wedge [x, y]-susp((0,x) • ( y, ] ) \ ~ o( z f~ 
x<~y 
x, yEC~l o(z ) 
The technical meaning of the concepts entering this formula will be explained in con- 
nection with Theorem 3.1. The general result will be proven for simplicial complexes 
in Section 2 and then specialized to posets and lattices in Section 3. 
For the case when ego(z) is an antichain (i.e., when x<~y in ego(z) implies x= y) 
Theorem 1.1 specializes to the homotopy complementation formula of Bj6rner and 
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Walker [3]: 
T, _~ wedge susp(  6, x) * (x, i )). ( 1.1 ) 
xE~o(z ) 
The fact that the combinatorics of complements is related to the topology of a lattice 
was first discovered on the level of the M6bius function # (reduced Euler characteristic) 
by Crapo [4], who proved this formula in 1966 
u(6,i)= ~ ~(6,x)~(y,i). (1.2) 
x<.y 
x, yECCo(z ) 
When ~o(z) is an antichain one obtains formula (1.2) without difficulty by comput- 
ing the Euler characteristic of the two sides in formula (1.1). A homotopy-theoretic 
explanation for and poset generalization of formula (1.2) were given along different 
lines in Section 6 of [3]. 
2. SimpHcial complexes 
We will begin with a few definitions. For basic facts and notations concerning sim- 
plicial complexes and posets see [5,2]. We allow the empty set as a face (simplex) of 
a complex. We will not distinguish notationally between a complex and its geometric 
realization. 
The vertex set of a simplicial complex A is denoted A°, and for A C_ A ° let A = A°\A. 
The induced subcomplex on A is AA={aEA[aC_A}. If A and F are two disjoint 
simplicial complexes we define 
A-susp(F) -= (p @ A ) • F, 
where p is a new point, ' U' denotes disjoint union and '*' denotes implicial join. If 
A is a point then A-susp(F) is the ordinary suspension of F. 
If F is a subcomplex of A we define its link by 
lka(F)={aEAlaDF°=O, aUzEA for all zEF}.  
Thus, lkA(F) is the intersection of the links lkA(7) - -  in the usual sense - -  for all 
maximal faces 7 of F. We will call a collection f# of nonempty subcomplexes of an 
induced subcomplex AA a good covering if
(1) for every crEAA and every zElkz(a)nA~ there exists some FEf# satisfying 
aEF  and zElka(F),  
(2) every nonempty intersection FnU, for F,F' Eft, is a union of other members 
of ft. 
Taking z- -0  in condition (1) one sees that ff is a coveting of AA in the usual sense. 
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Fix a subset A C A °, and let f~ be a good covering of AA. We will be concerned 
with the associated space 
wedge F-susp(lka(F) n Af), 
FC~ 
where the wedge point in each component is taken to be the 'new' point p. On 
this space, we introduce the equivalence relation '/f~' which identifies the identical 
subspaces 
F-susp(lka( F') n Af ) 
in F-susp(lkA(F)n AFt) and in F'-susp(lkd(F')N/IF) for all F ~ F' in f#. The follow- 
ing is our main result. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a finite simplicial complex. Furthermore, let A c_ A °, let f~ be 
a good covering of AA, and assume that df is contractible. Then there is a homotopy 
equivalence 
A ~- [wedge F-susp(lka( F) N A-~)] / ff r~  j 
Proof. The family ff of subcomplexes is partially ordered by inclusion. Let Q be the 
poset with least element 0 whose non-0 elements are the closed intervals [F,U] in 
~, F c_ F', ordered by reverse inclusion. Thus the maximal elements of Q are the 
singleton intervals [F,F], and [F, F'] <<, [F", F'"] iff F C_ F" C_ U" c_ F t. 
For x = [r,r'] ~ Q\(6} let 
Ax = F • (lkd(F') N Af), 
and let A 6 = ~. Furthermore, for all x E Q let 
A'x = Ax U A~, 
a union of two subcomplexes of A. Notice that 
! 
x<-~y ~ Atx C_ Ay, 
for all x, y C Q. Property (1) in the definition of a good covering implies that A is 
the union of A" for all maximal elements x = [F, F] in Q. Because of property (2) we 
have the following more detailed description of A: 
A = lim A' x . (2.1) 
xEQ 
The meaning of the right-hand side is that we take the disjoint union of the spaces 
p I ___+ / A x for all x E Q, and then for each x <y  and embedding map f :A  X Ay we iden- 
' Identity (2.1) holds at the level of simplicial tify the spaces A~x and f(A~)C_ Ay. 
complexes. To see that the right and complete identifications are made along the in- 
tersections of the subcomplexes A~ for maximal x E Q one argues as follows. Suppose 
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that a E Air, r] ' N A[r,,r, ]. Then either tr E d~ or a E A[r,r] N d[r,,r,]. If tr E Aft then the 
identification within limxcQ Atx of the two copies of a in Air, r I and Air, r, ] is provided 




In the other case, condition (2) guarantees the existence of some 0E ff such that 
tr n A E 0 C_ F n U. Then the two copies of tr are identified via the sequence of inclusion 
maps 
Air, r] AIo, o] t A[r,,r,] 
\ / \ / 
~[o,r~ Aio, r,l 
## Now, let A6 : p and for x = [r, F'] E Q\{0} let 
A~ = A x U (p  * ( lkA(F')  N AT)). 
Thus, A~ is obtained from Ax by raising a cone with apex p on the subcomplex 
lkA(F') n A~. Note that 
,t;,' = r-susp(lk~(r') n A~), 
and that 
<( l#  - -  1# x..~y ~ A x CAy 
for all x, y E Q. The definition of the equivalence relation ' /~'  and an analysis of 
identifications similar to the preceding one shows that 
xEQ L FE~ 
(2.2) 
Using (2.1) and the fact that smashing a contractible subcomplex does not change 
the homotopy type (for an elementary proof of this see [3]), we obtain the following 
sequence of homotopy equivalences: 
d ,--, ,4 / ,~  = 1~ [z l ' /A~]  
xEQ 
= lim [A~'/(p, (lk,~(r') 0 ,'IX))] 
xEQ 
This together with (2.2) finishes the proof. [] 
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Taking as f# the covering of AA by its simplices we get the following special instance 
of the theorem, where ~ denotes certain identifications for faces {3 ~ a ~ z in AA. 
Corollary 2.2. Suppose that A~ is contractible. Then 
A"~ ~cAA\{O}wedge a-susp(lkd(a)nA~)l/~. 
If dim(AA)=0 there are no identifications and hence: 
Corollary 2.3. I f  dim(AA)= 0 and A~ is contractible, then 
A ~ wedge susp(lkA (x)). 
xEA 
3. Posets and lattices 
With a poset (partially ordered set) P we associate the simplicial complex A(P) 
whose simplices are the chains x0 <xl < ... <xk of P, called the order complex of P. 
This way topological notions can be applied directly to P. See Sections 9 and 10 
of [2] for more about he basic properties of this construction and for any unexplained 
notation. 
A subset A of a poset P is called convex if for x<y<z in P with x,z EA it follows 
that y EA. If B, C c_p, BN C = 0, then B-susp(C) will denote the simplicial complex 
(and topological space) A(B )-susp( A( C) ), where B and C as posets are equipped with 
the induced partial order. 
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a finite poset, A a convex subset, and assume that P\A is 
contractible. Then 
p~_ wedge [x, y]-susp( ( P<x u P> y ) \A ) 
x<~y 
x, y EA 
where '~ '  is the equivalence relation that for every proper containment [x, y] ~ [x', yl] 
of intervals in A identifies the identical subcomplexes Ix, y]-susp((P<x, UP>y, )\A) in 
[x, y]-susp( (P<x U P> y)\A) and in [x', y']-susp((P<x, U P> y' )\A ). 
Proof. The order complexes of closed intervals [x, y] for all x ~< y in A gives a good 
covering of A(A). The result is therefore a special case of Theorem 2.1. [] 
Plenty of subsets A with the required properties can be found in the case of lattices. 
This follows from the following result, which is a special case of Theorem 3.2 of [3]. 
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Proposition 3.2. Let L be a finite lattice, z EL=L\{0 ,  ]}, and let A be a subset of 
Z such that A~Cgo(z) and either xVz=]  or xAz=( ) fo r  all xEA. Then L\A is 
contractible. 
In particular, taking the convex subset A = ~o(z) we obtain Theorem 1.1 as a special 
case of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 2.1 can be applied to posets in several ways. The following version uses 
the notion of an order ideal A, i.e., a subset A CP  such that x<<.yEA implies x EA. 
Theorem 3.3. Let P be a finite poset, A an order ideal, and assume that P\A is 
contractible. Then 
where ',~' is the equivalence relation that for every x <x t in A identifies the sub- 
complex P<,x-SUSp(P>x,\A) in P<x-SUsp(P>~\A) and in P~x,-Susp(P>x,\A). 
Proof. Here the good covering of A(A) is provided by the subcomplexes A(P<~x) for 
all x EA. [] 
A lattice version of this result is as follows. 
Corollary 3.4. Let z be a coatom in a finite lattice L. Then 
Proof. Use Proposition 3.2 and the fact that the complements of a coatom form an 
order ideal. [] 
We end with a result of a similar flavor. 
Theorem 3.5. Let z be a coatom in a lattice L of finite length, and assume that C~o(z) 
is the disjoint union of half-open intervals (6, ci], i = 1 . . . . .  k. Then 
~ wedge susp{x E I, 16 <x A ci <x}. 
l <~i<~k 
Proof. This time a different method will be used for the proof. Let P be the quotient 
poset obtained from L by contracting each interval (6, ci] to a point. Let f : L  ~ P be 
the quotient map, and define di = f(ci). 
We claim that f-l(p~<x) is contractible for all x EP. 
For x=di  we have f-l(P<~x)=(6,cd, which is a cone. For x¢d i ,  i=  1 . . . . .  k, we 
have that f-l(P<~x) is the union of the cones (O,x] and (O, ci] for those i such that 
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x A ci ¢ O. Since ((3,x] M ((3, ci] = ((3,x A ci] it follows from either of Lemma 10.3 or 
Lemma 10.4 of [2] that f-l(P~<x) is contractible also in this case. Hence, by Quillen's 
fiber theorem [6] [2, Theorem 10.5] L and P are homotopy equivalent. 
Now use that P\{dl,...,dk}"~--L\Uki=l((3,ci]=Z\Cgo(z) is contractible by 
Proposition 3.2. Hence by Corollary 2.3, 
----- P --~ wedge susp(lk~(p)(di)). 
l <~i<~k 
Since f induces isomorphisms {x ELI (3 <x A ci <x} ~ P>d, = lkA(e)(di), the proof is 
complete. [] 
Example. Let L be the rank 3 geometric lattice with atoms 1, 2, 3,4, 5 and coatoms 
123, 14,15,24,25,345. This denotes sets in simplified notation and the order ela- 
tion is by inclusion. Let z--15. Then Cgo(z)= {2,3,4,24}, which is not an antichain. 
Theorem 1.1, Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 are all applicable and give different de- 
scriptions of the homotopy type of L, a wedge of four circles. We leave the instructive 
exercise of drawing the respective pictures to the reader. 
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